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Ikebana Enthusiasm Takes Root!
On 20th February, Padgate Community Centre was filled with the fragrance of flowers. The Ohara school Ikebana
master, Brenda Thorpe (top left), demonstrated the basics of Ikebana, followed by a workshop where participants
were able to try Ikebana hands-on. This event was well-received by the participants (we even had a male participant!) and we are planning to do another one in different season, so that we can use different flowers.
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聞かせて！日本の話

How was it?

Member’s Experience in Japan
Levi Booth visited and lived in Sendai, Japan as a Christian missionary. How was he accepted as a missionary there?
Let’s find out about it as he tells us about his unique experience.
My decision to go to Japan stretches back to my high school

to-day activities, as well as helping with an English Time for

days when I began to be interested in East Asia through films,

the kids before the Sunday worship meeting. Some of the

books and martial arts. This interest gradually narrowed down

children were only about 3 years old, so we mainly just played

to focus on Japan (I had, and still have, a particular fondness

games, but I hope I did manage to teach them a little bit of

for the Studio Ghibli animated films). At university I made

English!

friends from all over the globe, including Japan.
As I learnt more about Japan from these friends I
had a growing desire to go someday and see
Japan for myself. After I completed my degree in
Computer Science I took a MA in Japanese studies
where I learnt more about Japan's history, politics
and culture as well as experiencing my first taste
of Japanese.
It was also during my time at university that I
became a Christian and so when I found out how
few churches there are in Japan and how most

1

Japanese people have never had a chance to hear
about Jesus Christ I startied looking into coming
out to Japan to help with a church.
I was hooked up with a small church in Sendai

Levi with the people at the church he was with

and Terui. As you can guess, Jim isn't Japanese,
he's actually American and he teaches English at a few of the
universities in Sendai.

Through his contacts I met many

students, most of whom were keen to practise English with a
native speaker and some of whom were interested in learning
about Christianity.

2

1

with a missionary couple to look after me – Jim

Jim and I ran a weekly meeting for

students where we played English-games and then discussed
a passage from the Bible in groups, based on people's English
ability and I met up with a couple of students to discuss the
Bible together in more detail.

Sendai actually has a long history of Christianity, although
even most local people are unaware of it. I actually stumbled
one day across a statue that commemorates the death of a
Portuguese Father and 2 Japanese priests, who were drowned
for refusing to recant Christianity. Fortunately for me, the
climate nowadays is a lot more relaxed, and in fact the most
negative responses I got to telling people that I was a
missionary were from other foreigners! Most Japanese I met
were keen to learn about Christianity, albeit at first from a

At the final meeting I gave a small talk explaining how I

purely academic viewpoint. I even had 2 students who, on

became a Christian, which the students seemed to find

discovering that I was a Christian, asked me if I would study

interesting. One of them said how he was quite surprised that

the Bible with them. Of course I met other people who were

I had taken a reasoned approach to being a Christian, rather

more interested in whether my hair was naturally red or if I had

than

just

being

a

Christian as a natural
part of being British.
They

were

also

surprised to discover
that being a Christian
can make life difficult,
even if you live in
England!

Levi giving a talk at one of the
English groups he helped with

dyed it than in the message of Christianity.
I was however sometimes frustrated by the response, “I can't
become a Christian because I'm Japanese”. My friend told me
that even his wife, who is both Japanese and a Christian, has
heard this reason. This idea that being Japanese and being a
Christian are mutually exclusive probably comes partly from
the way Christianity is perceived as a 'western' religion –
despite originating in the middle East – and partly from the
fact that

Shinto and Buddhism are so tightly bound up with

At the church I was

the Japanese culture that it is hard for people to see how they

involved

could follow the teachings of Jesus without having to jettison

in

helping

out with various day-
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attending churches and who trust in Jesus Christ are still not
yet baptised out of fear of the negative reaction they may get
from friends, family and co-workers. One friend told me that
his parents at first were angry at him when he declared his
desire to be baptised, because they thought he would then
neglect their spirits when they died. In his case, they relented
and he was baptised, but for many people the issue of how
they will handle the tension between their new-found
Christian beliefs and their desire to honour Shinto-believing
parents seems to be a real difficulty.
Shusaku Endo once famously compared Christianity to a plant
that is incapable of growing in the 'swamp' of Japan and at
times I was made to consider that he might have been right.
But upon reflection of my experience in Japan I would say that
many of the problems that the Church in Japan has seen have

Levi helping his friend set up the for Obon

actually been caused by a lack of sensitivity on behalf of
missionaries and at times an attempt to bring unneeded
western culture along with the simple message of Christianity.
I was upset to see so many churches that have shunned
Japanese architecture, which I think is beautiful, in favour of a
building resembling something from 18th century England.

Sendai is home to quite a few festivals, from the 'Oktober fest'
beer festival to the 'pagent of light', and of course the
'tanabata matsuri', which Sendai is famous for and which sees
the city covered in a myriad of brightly coloured decorations.
My favourite however was probably the 'susume o-dori'

Given how much I love Sendai now, it's slightly embarrassing

festival as it is a really unique dancing style and the

to admit that before I was asked to go there, I didn't actually

atmosphere was buzzing.

know it existed! Now, however I am incredibly glad that I went

interesting was Christmas, as there was a general sense of

there as opposed to one of the cities I had heard of. I have

build up to something during December, with decorations

heard a lot of people describe Sendai as being 'just right' and

going up, shops playing Christmas music, and Tommy Lee

I think that's very true.

Jones appearing as Santa Claus in a Boss Coffee advert... but

It's a lot smaller and quieter than

Tokyo, but it is far from boring, and after my few experiences
on the Tokyo subway I would definitely say that the more
relaxed pace suits me a lot better than Tokyo would. Sendai
is also called 'the city of green' and this is a very justified
name: it is a lovely city to just go for a stroll around, even in
the summer as it is a lot cooler than Tokyo (by the way, I don't
mean to offend Tokyo, but Sendai is just a lot better!).

Another festival that I found

then Christmas day came and went with, well nothing really!
The friendliness of the people I met in Sendai, actually meant
that I got to experience a bit of life outside of Miyagi
prefecture. A family from church took me to their parent's
home in Iwate during the Obon period, which was an
incredible insight into life in the countryside as well as giving
me the chance to experience the Obon preparation and rituals
up close, and see how the couple, as Christians,
lived out their faith in Japan, where participation in
Buddhist and Shinto rituals is often taken for
granted.
I also had the great experience of staying in Akita
with my friend's family over the new year period,
which was again a great insight into Japanese
culture as well as lots of fun. I even got to have
some banter with a Buddhist monk who came to
the house for the remembrance prayers of my
friend’s deceased grandfather.
In all I was bowled over by the generosity and
hospitality

of

the

people

I

met

in

Japan.

Differences of race, language and religion were no
obstacle

in

the

face

of

such

overwhelming

kindness, and I literally cannot wait to return and
meet up with the friends I have made again.

One of the Tanabata decorations in Sendai
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Tell me more!

もっと 知 りたい！

6

Japan Day In-Depth
In this issue, Ian Warhurst of Wirral Bonsai Society tells us about the fascinating world of Bonsai [Japanese art of
growing trees in containers]. You might think Bonsai is just growing small trees, but he will convince you that there is
a lot more to it! (To find out more about the Society, go to http://wirral-bonsai.blogspot.com/)
I had always been interested in Japanese culture through one of these shows, however, that I met a guy called Tony
my study of Karate which I trained at for 20 years.

I Tickle (don’t laugh; it really is his name!) who took me

discovered Bonsai when a close friend of mine bought his under his wing. Although I had the ability to create good
3 Bonsai trees, by mail-order from a

trees, I needed pointing in the

newspaper, which at the time were

right direction. Tony did this

no more than twigs in pots but I was

for me and with his encourage-

absolutely fascinated by these tiny

ment and enthusiasm my Bon-

trees. I found that bonsai was the

sai life really did take off. About

perfect relaxation away from the

2 years later after doing talks

hard and very demanding training in

and demonstrations for the

the Karate Dojo, but soon Bonsai

Wirral club, the Chairman ap-

became the art I would pursue until

proached me to say he was

the present day.

standing down and he wanted
me to take over. I was reluctant

I found Wirral Bonsai Society by luck
really. I had a couple of poor bonsai and was trying to
study the art through books, of which there were very few
about in those days and as I was aimlessly browsing
through the local paper I noticed an ad saying something
like, “Do you have a bonsai tree? Do you need help with
it?”. I phoned the local number and it turned out that the
guy was the chairman of the club and he lived just up the
road from me. So I went to see him and was amazed at
what I
thought
were, at the
time, incredible trees
and enrolled
in his night
classes right

at first but he said if I didn’t the club would fold, so I said
I’d give it a year and from that moment the club slowly took
off. People who had been members but had drifted away
slowly started coming back. We also recruited members
from our annual show at Gordale and through the connections I had made through visiting various shows around the
country we received invitations to exhibit. I gathered a
good committee around me who wanted the same out of
Bonsai and the same for the club as I did and we worked
together at putting traditional Japanese Bonsai displays
together. Lots of clubs at the time were trying to be innovative with their displays but my thoughts were: The Japanese have been doing this for hundreds of years so they
must be doing something right. It was after all my love of
Japanese culture that brought me to Bonsai in the first
place.

away to

We were invited to exhibit at the first Northwest Bonsai

learn the

Experience where clubs as far away as South Wales were

basics of

also invited and we won. We also won the second event 2

Bonsai. I

years later and went on to win various other events around

couldn’t join

the country.

the society
at the time
because on
Wednesday nights I was running a Karate Dojo. But after a
few years I joined and the rest is history.

Following on from
these successes we
also started to exhibit individually at
various shows. The

After being a member for about 12 years or so, I began to photograph of me is
become somewhat disillusioned because, after traveling when I won best dethe country to various shows seeing fantastic trees, I real- ciduous

chuhin

ized that I wasn’t improving in my own skill level. It was at [midsize Bonsai] at
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the British Shohin Society show [shohin

4th dimension is the fact that it contin-

means small goods] with my Common

ues to grow and the 5th is that it

Privet.

improves with age. The pots we use

This tree started its life as a Bonsai when

are as unique and beautiful as the

it was dumped on my driveway as a 3-

trees themselves and some of them

foot stump which was cut down and dug

are individually made for a certain tree

up by a gardener friend of mine. I told

with particular glazes used to enhance

him I didn’t think the tree would survive

the beauty of different species of

due to the fact it had very little root, but

trees.

he replied, “Privet, you can kick them up

I began to study Bonsai because as I

and down the street”. Sure enough after

said earlier it was the perfect relax-

potting it up into a good free-draining

ation to my Karate. But there’s a great

soil mix it began to thrive. After a year or

deal more to Bonsai which attracts me

so it had filled the pot with fibrous roots

to it. The art of Bonsai is very calming

and sent out numerous new buds which

and can be associated with Zen medi-

in turn had grown into branches. Since

tation. Whilst either working on trees

then, it has taken 10 years of my contin-

or viewing them in a formal display,

uous effort to create this Bonsai. I have

you can become at one with nature.

saved so many dying trees like this. If I’d

Bonsai will give both the artist and
been given a pound for every time I was told “I had a Bonsai viewer a sense of tranquility and peaceful satisfaction.
once, but it died”, I’d be a millionaire by now.
Photo captions: Ian at our event, showing the roots of one
Bonsai is an art, but an art with a difference in that, unlike of his Bonsai (p.6, left); The members of Wirral Bonsai
painting which is 2 dimensional or sculpture which incor- Society (p. 6, below right), Some of Ian’s work(p. 6, top).
porates a 3rd dimension, Bonsai is 5 dimensional in that the

Future Events (visit our website for details)
A talk by William Horsley entitled: "Japan's unique con-

Saturday 22 May at Hope University in Liverpool

cept of perfection: a nation's defining virtue and its

Starts 2:00 pm, AGM at 3:30 pm

crucial flaw".

Date: Sunday 17th October, 2010
Venue: Midland Hotel, Manchester
Japan Society North West is pleased to
announce that Finnair has agreed to
become the first corporate sponsor of
Japan Day. Finnair will be donating the first prize in our Japan
Day raffle - a pair of tickets from Manchester to Japan. You
even get a choice of destinations, as Finnair flies to Tokyo,
Nagoya and Osaka. For terms and conditions see the JSNW web
site.

Editor’s Comment

Yuko Howes

編集後記

Spring has come! I hope everybody is enjoying the warm weather. Our thanks go to Levi Booth, who
shared his unique story with us, and to Ian Warhurst, who, not only provided the lecture and
demonstration for our event, but also kindly agreed to write about his personal journey with Bonsai.
If you have your own story to share, please contact
Kevin Howes, Levi Booth, Ian Warhurst, Paul Cantell, Sandra McFarlane, Angela Davies.
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Past Event Report: Taiko Workshop
Our second Taiko Workshop was held at Padgate Community Centre on Saturday, 6th March. Liz Walters, a Taiko
drumming Master of Tamashii

School of Taiko, from London, helped each member to get a hang of what Taiko

drumming is all about. For more photos, please go to JSNW Events on the photo page of the JSNW web site.

Announcements
Alice Hynes, Vice-Chairman
of Japan Society North West
has

resigned

from

the

Committee. Alice has been

Angela Davies and Peter Heginbotham, the Honorary
Consul for Japan in the North West are pleased to
announce their engagement.

working for some time in

They met when Peter was

London and in the early

inaugurated as Honorary

stages carried on her role

Consul

as Vice-Chairman tirelessly

worked together on a

although she was under a

professional

great deal of pressure. Her

some time before begin-

work for the Committee was outstanding and she

ning to see each other

brought many new ideas to enhance events. She will be

socially

remembered by all the Committee for her work at both of

Christmas.

the major Japan Days 2006 and 2008, and without her
contribution it is true to say that they would not have

in

2008,
basis

before

and
for

last

Congratulations, Angela and Peter!

been the success they were. (written by Angela Davies)
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Past Event Report: Kagawa Talk by Angela Davies
fares, the ferry services are still the primary service that
binds the islands together. The Seto Inland Sea, blessed
with a warm climate and nature in abundance, contains
many islands. There are 24 inhabited islands and 92
deserted islands within Kagawa Prefecture. There are 47
prefectures (counties) in Japan and 4 of those are on
Shikoku (which is how it got its name) and at just over
1800 km2 Kagawa is the smallest prefecture of all.
Angela’s first sight of Kagawa was while sailing down the
breathtaking Inland Sea as a teenager at the end of the 1st
year studying Japanese at Sheffield University. It was a
Takamatsu and its coastline
The Kagawa Presentation was given by Angela Davies at
Padgate Community Centre, with slides, a film and literature kindly provided by Kagawa Prefecture. Sandra McFarlane ably solved the technological difficulties with the
computer. It was an excellent and interesting talk. It was
particularly surprising that two of our members had just

great surprise when fifteen years later she returned to
Takamatsu the capital of Shikoku to work, and was able to
look out at the Seto Inland Sea every day. She worked on
the JET programme initially in Takamatsu and later living
and working on one of the tiny islands (Naoshima) right in
the middle of the Inland Sea itself. This is one of the places
that combines the new and still retains much of the old
Japan. It is such a great place that many young people
prefer to stay or come back to work there. It also boasts
some most beautiful sights including the islands and
Ritsurin Kōen.
The Society is really grateful to the International Division
of the Kagawa Prefectural Government for providing for
this talk so much excellent material, such as posters,
leaflets and DVDs. They were much appreciated by those
who attended. (Written by Nigel Cordon)

Do you want to know more about Kagawa? A longer
version of this article can be found on the JSNW web
The Seto Ohashi Bridge

site. You’ll find it on the Features page.

returned from Kagawa and another, representing the Japan Garden Society, was soon to
go out there to visit. After the talk, a lot of
questions were asked and a lot of interest was
generated about Kagawa.
I found the Kagawa talk very interesting. I was
particularly struck by the contrast between the
hustle and bustle of Tokyo and the ‘quietness’
of Kagawa. In a very symbolic way, the Seto
Ohashi Bridge is a centre piece to this, drawing
the many islands together that form the part
of Kagawa that is spread across the Seto Inland Sea. In fact though, due to the bridge
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Past Events Report: Netsuke Viewing at Liverpool Museum
On January 21st 2010, 18 people

netsuke which lay on

from the Japan Society North West

the top of the obi.

gathered at the National Museum in
Liverpool. Here at the World Museum, we were given an enormous
delight by Emma Martin, Head of
Ethnology and Curator of the Asia
Collections, to handle the Netsuke
collection given to the Museum by
the widow of Jonas Goro Gadelius,
Mrs Gabita Gadelius.

Jonas was

born in Tokyo, but was a member of
a Swedish steel manufacturing family.

What now makes his collection rare are the large

number of netsuke carved by some of the great modern and
contemporary carvers of the 20th century. He developed a
passion for collecting older pieces focusing his attention on
the So School, a large group of netsuke carvers who aspired

Netsuke were initially
functional
They

objects.

needed

small

and

to

not

be
too

heavy, but sufficiently
large enough to prevent

it

falling.

The

items needed to be
strong

and

durable

with no parts to snag the obi or kimono. Netsuke, like the
inro and the ojime evolved over time from being quite
utilitarian into items of great artistic merit and an expression of wonderful craftsmanship. Many of them reflect the
important aspects of Japanese life and folklore. More recently the netsuke are no longer worn, but are now now
small, beautiful carv-

to maintain the skills of the 18th century netsuke carvers ,

ings. And each netsuke

but used ordinary everyday life as their inspiration. As with

has the 2 small holes

any netsuke collector, he was also attracted to the beauty of

in the back through

the 18th century carvers, and he collected a few high quality

which the cord can be

pieces. He also collected work by British carvers. In a quiet

attached. Netsuke are

room, we were invited to handle, very carefully, this collec-

often made from ivory,

tion of netsuke.

before its use became
illegal. Not only were
they

beautifully

carved, but they could
also be stained and
coloured. They are also made from wood, boar tusk or
hippopotamus tooth, metal, clay, lacquer or cane. The
topics of the netsuke were people, occupations such as a
fisherman catching fish, animals or plants, or deities and
mythical creatures. Many of them have a wonderful sense
of humour. And for each netsuke, each item is complete
from whichever side you view it from; the workmanship is
But then, what is a Netsuke, pronounced ‘Nets’ ‘ke’. One
thing a kimono does not have is a pocket, so other ways
need to be found to carry small items; large sleeves may be
used, or small items may be tucked into the breast folds.

complete from the back as well as from the front.
(Written by Sandra McFarlane, last three pictures courtesy
of World Museum Liverpool)

But it was the sash (obi) around the kimono that became the
main way for carrying objects. Various pouches known as
sagemono (hanging things) were suspended from the obi.
These could be the money pouch, kinchaku, smoking accessories, tabakoire, the pipe, kiseru and in particular the
inro, the seal basket. In the case of the inro, a pair of cord
channels, himotoshi, on either side of the body allowed a
continuous silk cord to be passed around the inro. The two
ends of the cord were then threaded through an ojime(cord
tighten) to enable the inro to be kept closed. The cords
were then passed behind the obi and held in place by the
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